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flt; Marco Romano, d; Peuzo, b; Eric Werkhove, vcl; Gabriel Lauber, perc).
Track 5: La Máquina Roja (Luis Flores, electronics; Germán Bringas, tpt, rds).

Track 6: Muna Zul (Dora Juárez, Leika Mochán, Sandra Cuevas, 
Juan Pablo Villa, vcl).

Track 9: Dos Pájaros en el Alambre (Juan Pablo Villa, vcl;  
Angelo Moroni, perc, vcl; Germán Bringas, p).

Track 10: Arto Ensemble (Carlos Alegre, vln; Alex Lara, g; 
 Ramón del Buey, kybds).

Track 13: Pikaya (Alejandro Castañeda, g; Rafael González, d; 
 Darrell Zimmerman, rds).

Track 15: Onslaught (Andrés Motta, p; Darrell Zimmerman, rds, 
 Gabriel Lauber, d.) 2005 – 2007. Mexico.

7) VARIOUS ARTISTS
FREE JAzz RADICAL

JAzzORCA 7

rA-GB-HH-Gl / flAu soP (ZP) / 2diC06 (ZP) / into (¿?) / 14ABr07 
(ZP) / 25feB06 (¿?) / 2 sAx 11MAy07 (ZP) / BAjotrsAxA 2diC06 (ZP) 

/ 11MAr06 (ZP / dZ). 79:27 

Remi Álvarez, ts; Hermán Hecht, d;
¿? (Darrell Zimmerman, rds; Carlos Alegre, vln; Germán Bringas, tpt, p; 

Gabriel Lauber, d); 

Zero Point (Germán Bringas, rds, electronics, tpt; Itazm Cano, b; Gabriel 
Lauber, d.) 2005 – 2007. Mexico.

It often seems that the global world of Free Jazz and improvisation 
has shrunk; with few local scenes left to discover. Recordings 

and downloads proliferate; news spreads via magazines and online 
bulletin boards; and international travelers report back with their 
findings. Information about scenes in Scandinavia, Japan, and 
even Korea are available to those with a passing curiosity. So this 
7-disk box set documenting a burgeoning scene in Mexico took 
me somewhat by surprise. I’d heard of Café Jazzorca in Mexico 
City. But I’d overlooked the 7-disk set covered in Cadence in the 
May 2006 issue (pg.118). Between the music documented on that 
set and what is captured on this new box, multi-instrumentalist 
Germán Bringas, one of the key organizers of Café Jazzorca, offers a 
cross-section of the broad range of Jazz and improvisation that has 
been performed by local musicians and international visitors since 
the venue opened in 1996. This new set presents a broad overview, 
from Free duos to large ensembles.

On (1), Germán Bringas is joined by his son, Sim, for a set 
that cuts across a broad swath of musical elements from Free Jazz 
to spontaneous improvisation to Ska to Reggae and caterwauling 
punk. Germán jumps from trumpet to keyboards to reeds, often Walt Dickerson by Gerard Futrick


